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PiXL Principles

Why PiXL MAT Connect?

We are an organisation that works with primary schools through to post-16 providers. Although we
operate different sectors for different phases, the key PiXL principles are evident across ‘One PiXL’. We are
intentional about:

Based on our PiXL Principles, the intention of PiXL MAT Connect is to support each MAT:

•
•
•

•
•
•

Improving life chances and outcomes for young people
Influencing school leadership regionally and nationally
Helping school leaders be the agents of change for the betterment of students.

to achieve the consistency in how PiXL can improve the life chances of young people
to help develop School Leaders to understand their role as Trust Leaders
to enable the MAT Central Team to become agents of change.

PiXL MAT Connect aims to do this through:
Partnership and Collaboration

NETWORKING
Personalised approach to supporting our

High-quality CPD materials to support

schools, both in person and digitally
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

DEVELOPMENT
school leaders and teachers at all levels

Dedicated school Associate
Dedicated MAT Connect Associate for MATs with Standard
Plus and Premium membership
National and regional networking events for all levels of
school and MAT leadership
Specialist RSL Regional Hubs for schools and MATs
Membership packages supporting schools and MATs
Drop-in support opportunities for schools and MATs

and across all sectors
•
•
•

National programmes supporting senior leadership
development
Sector-specific school-based leadership development
programmes
Sector-specific webinars and on-demand materials on how
to get the most from PiXL strategies and resources

MAT support for all schools
1. is designed to help you achieve your strategic objectives for your MAT.
2. can advise your MAT Central Team on how to support your schools to get the most from their/your
investment in PiXL.
3. will provide you with a dedicated MAT Connect Associate who will meet with your MAT Raising Standards
Leader (MRSL) three times a year.
4. will provide high-quality CPD for school and MAT leaders.
5. will provide you with access to sector resources for those MATs with Standard Plus or Premium
membership

This is what we
provide across every
key stage, with

EVENTS

LEADERSHIP

High-quality live events,

at the heart of
all we do.

digitally streamed and on-demand, to

•
•
•
•

3 National Conferences, live* and streamed for schools
and MATs
Two National Digital Conferences for schools and MATs
Leadership Festival for schools and MATs
Live Legacy Conference* for schools and MATs
‘In conversation with…’ [high-profile speakers]

* COVID-19 Restrictions Permitting
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S T R AT E G I E S
High-quality diagnostic
tools, strategies and resources

inform, encourage and inspire
•

builds a partnership between PiXL and your MAT Central Team.
comes at no extra cost to your organisation.
can use its network to advise on current thinking and ideas for MATs.
discount for complete sector membership.

ava i l a b l e t h ro u g h o u r d i g i t a l p l a t fo r m
•
•
•
•

Communication

Diagnosis, Therapy, Testing and Revisiting for improving
outcomes
Assessment
Character and life skills development for all pupils
Developing awareness of culture through our
programmes of A Mind to be Kind (Primary) and
Them and Us (11-18)

1. provides regular communication to keep you informed on all PiXL developments at school, sector and
MAT level.
2. provides central renewal system, as opposed to individual school renewals.
3. a dedicated, digital MAT Connect Platform with comprehensive facilities to support MATs, with your
own login details.
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PiXL MAT Connect Offer 2021/22

Summary PiXL MAT Connect
Offer for All Schools

To get the most from our Offer to you, we would like you:
1. to identify a sector MAT Raising Standards Leader (MRSL), who will be your direct link to PiXL MAT
Connect.
2. to understand that our experience suggests that the schools/MATs who get the most from PiXL, are
those who fully commit. We hope you will do the same.
3. to engage with the partnership, which thrives on shared practice for the benefit of others. We hope you
will share your ideas and strategies for the benefit of others.
4. to complete the information section on the MAT Connect Platform to enable us to send you our regular
school and MAT communications. We do need the contact details of the MRSLs and Finance Officer.

Minimum
number of schools

PiXL MAT Connect Offer for All Schools
1. The MAT Connect Offer is supported by the MAT Connect Platform. Senior MAT Leaders will have their
own login details, which will give them access to a range of facilities, explained in the summary page on
page 5.
2. We aim to build and support a network for MAT RSLs to be able to talk to each other, share ideas and
benefit from mutual support.
3. We offer a MAT Associate to all of our Standard+ and Premier Membership MATs. Your Associate will
advise the Central Team on how their schools can get the most from the PiXL Offer in their schools.
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trusts@pixl.org.uk

Part sector membership

All schools per sector registered
with PiXL

All MAT schools registered with PiXL
across all sectors

20 or more at the discretion of the
MAT Connect Team

30 or more MAT schools at the
discretion of the MAT Connect Team

2-15 schools 5%
16+ schools 7.5%

Additional 2.5% discount on
MAT invoice

Sector National
Conference

2 National Conference
online places per sector

2 National Conference
online places per sector

2 National Conference
online places per sector

Communication

Monthly MAT Connect
communication

Monthly MAT Connect
communication

Monthly MAT Connect
communication

Full access to sector resources

Full access to sector resources

Online booking system for
additional CPD for schools

Online booking system for additional
CPD for schools

CPD

Assessment

The MAT Team

Contact:

Premium

Sector resources

Please note, you will need to register for the MAT Connect Associate by opting into the scheme. There is no
additional charge for this, but experience has taught us that not all MATs want this service. You can opt-in to the
MAT Connect Associate Offer through the MAT Platform.

Director and Head of Operations
Director and Head of Primary
PiXL MAT Connect Operations

Standard Plus

Discount available

There are three key features to our Offer:

Sian John:
Nick Ware:
Rose Griffiths:

Standard

Online booking system for
additional CPD for schools

Comprehensive data analysis for MAT Primary schools who use our PiXL Assessments

MAT Connect
national meetings

2 digital meetings

2 digital meetings

2 digital meetings

RSL networking

3 meetings a year

3 meetings a year

3 meetings a year

2 virtual Associate visits per sector,
plus 4 hours online support

3 virtual Associate visits per sector
plus 4 hours online support

Associate visits

Less than 4 schools, up to 4 hours
online support

*Both schools registered with PiXL, as well as those who are not, may attend CPD sessions organised
through this system. However, only PiXL registered schools will be able to use the online resources.
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© The PiXL Club Ltd. 2021. All Rights Reserved.
This resource is strictly for the use of The PiXL Club (“PiXL”) subscribing schools and their students for as long as they
remain PiXL subscribers. It may NOT be copied, sold, or transferred to or by a third party or used by the school after the
school subscription ceases. Until such time it may be freely used within the PiXL subscribing school by their teachers
and authorised staff and any other use or sale thereof is strictly prohibited.
All opinions and contributions are those of the authors. The contents of this resource are not connected with, or
endorsed by, any other company, organisation or institution. This resource may contain third party copyright material
not owned by PiXL and as such is protected by law. Any such copyright material used by PiXL is either provided under
licence or pending a licence.
PiXL endeavour to trace and contact third party copyright owners. If there are any inadvertent omissions or errors in the
acknowledgements or usage, this is unintended and PiXL will remedy these on written notification.

